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Abstract— In computing, a denial of services attack is a 

cyber-attack in which the perpetrator seeks to make a 

machine or network resource unavailable to its intended users 

by temporarily or identify disrupting service of a host 

connected to the internet. There are different types of attacks 

i.e., ping of Death, Slowloris, SYN Flood, Teardrop attack 

and UDP Flood.  Different methods are used  to prevent DOS 

attacks i.e., Create a DDOS action plane, Improve the security 

of your internet of Things(IOT) devices, monitor traffic 

levels, PID and JFKi, In this paper we have discussed about 

JFKi method to prevent to attacks.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Denial of service (DOS) attacks have become a grate threat 

to current computer networks. Early DOS attacks were 

technical games played among undergrad attackers. For 

example. An attacker might want to get control of an IRC 

channel via performing DOS attacks against the channel 

owner. In the denial of service the following are the various 

attacks that are performed by the attacker 

A. Attack 

In computers and computer networks an attack is any attempt 

to expose or alter or disable or destroy or steal or gain the 

information without any valid credentials. A Cyber attack is 

any type of unauthorized access that targets computer 

information systems, infrastructures, computer devices. 

Depending on context cyber-attacks can be  labeled as a cyber 

campaigning , cyber warfare or cyber terrorism. A cyber 

attackers can be employed by nation-states, individuals, 

group society or organizations. A cyber attack may originate 

from an anonymous source .A cyber attack may steal, alter, 

or destroy a specified target by hacking into a susceptible 

system. Cyber attacks can range from installing to destroy the 

infrastructure of entire nations. Legal experts are seeking to 

limit the use of the term to incidents causing physical damage, 

distinguishing it from the more routing data breaches and 

broader hacking activities. There may be various attacks can 

be done by the attacker. 

1) Constant 

Cyber interloper must specify a number of request rates to be 

sent to the victim HTTP web server. The request number is 

called persistent as it has the same number as when the botnet 

sends malicious requests to a web server. 

2) Increasing 

The attacker use the low request value to initiate attack and 

slowly raises the value. This behavior of attack is difficult to 

detect as malicious HTTP traffic does not send  request 

aggressively to the server during the attack. 

3) Server Load 

The attacker use botnet to continuing send malicious requests 

against a web server aggressively, hence causing the server to 

drop legitimate requests as the web server resources run out. 

4) Target Web Page 

HTTP DDOS attack occurs at single and multiple web pages, 

where the attacker imitates authorized users access pattern to 

deceive attack detection. The web pages are retrieve by 

botnets that mimic the human access pattern. 

5) Single Web Pages Attack 

The attacker use a single web pages that the belongs to a 

website. The botnet continuously send malicious HTTP 

entreaty to the web server. 

6) Main Page Attack 

Cyber intruders specifically focus on the main page of the 

websites to deny access among authorized users. The data 

botnet is used to repeatedly send malicious requests to the 

HTTP server. The crash of this attack only occurs on the main 

page of the website, while the subpages of the website are not 

affected. 

7) Dominant Page Attack 

Cyber intruders figure out web pages that are sought by 

authorized users for access. The attacker then focuses on that 

page to execute HTTP DDOS attacks in order to prevent a 

authorized user from accessing the greater interest of the web 

pages. This attack only affects web pages with greater 

absorption for users to browse. 

8) Multiple Page Attack 

A cyber attacker begin the attack at multiple web pages from 

a website. This technique avoids detection as the malicious 

HTTP request imitates a human access design. For instance, 

a human will open more than one web page to find data while 

surfing a website. During this attack, pages that live in the 

website will not be accessible as the attacker targets multiple 

web pages. 

9) Reply Flood Attack 

The botnet command by the attacker sends an HTTP data at 

an inflated rate to gain a resource of the web server to prevent 

the web server to surf authorized HTTP request. The attacks 

work by gaining human access design to prohibit the 

detection system from blocking the malicious request. 

B. JFKi drawback 

In order to resist above Dos attack JFKi might has drawbacks, 

the paper makes some improvements on JFKi with less effect 

on its efficiency 

JfKi is normally used in network applications based 

on the C/S mode. In the C/S (Client/Sever) mode, the server   

information is always public,  so JFKi only keeps user (client) 

information secret while server information will be open. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This document specifies an internet standards track protocol 

for the internet community, and requests discussion and 

suggestion for improvements.[1] Distributed denial of service 

(DDOS) attacks still constitute a major concern[1]even 

through many works have tried to address this issue in the 

past{ref. survey ). As they evolved from relatively humble 

megabit beginnings in 2000, the largest DDoS attacks have 

now grown a hundredfold to break the 100 Gbps, for which 

the majority of ISPs today insufficient an appropriate 

infrastructure to mitigate them[2].this paper discusses a 

simple , effective, and straight forward method for using 

ingress traffic filtering to prohibit DoS (denial of 

service)attacks which use forged IP addresses to be 

propagated from “behind” an internet service provider’s (ISP) 

aggregation point.[3] The major object to design JFK is to 

implement key exchange in a simple, efficient and safe way. 

The key exchange used by JFK is based on Diffie-

Hellmanexchange.[4]we categorize the DDoS flooding 

attacks and classify existing countermeasures based on where 

and when they prevent, detect, and respond to the DDoS 

flooding attacks.[5]. Singh et al., [6] categorised HTTP 

DDOS attacks into several subclasses, as follows. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

To prevent the attacks from various unknown source, 

different methods and mechanisms used. The following are 

the various methods that are more frequently used by the 

authorized persons. 

A. Types of preventing methods 

1) ANID (Adjacent network identity) Generation Process  

Anid   each hub in the system gets a one of a kind hub id, 

which is made for unknown the exchange to keep away from 

the particular flooding attack in the system. The age 

procedure of the hub id is given beneath. 

2) Improved JFKi 

1) Responder saves ti , tr and tir in the cache to minimize the 

calculation effort  of Ke , Ka and Ks. 

2) The cache will be cleared once tr is changed. 

3) To save attacks in gi will also be used to calculate the 

MAC in JFKi Message , then Responder can judge which 

whether message is fake with less effort spent after 

receiving Message. The improved JFKi protocol will be. 

3) PID Key Generation 

There are expanding internets in utilizing way identifiers 

PIDs that recognize way between arrange elements as 

between area steering objects, this not just aides tending to 

the directing adaptability and multipath steering issues , yet 

additionally and encourage the advancement and reception of 

various directing models . For example, Godfrey et al. 

proposed path let steering, in which systems promote the 

PIDs of path lets all through the Internet and a sender in the 

system builds its chose path lets into a conclusion to-end 

source cource. Jokela et al. proposed to dole out identifiers to 

joins in a system and to encode the connection identifiers 

along the way from a substance supplier to a substance buyer. 

Luo et al. proposed a data driven web design called Color that 

likewise utilizes PIDs as between area directing items 

keeping in mind the end goal to empower the development 

and reception of new steering business structures. . 

4) Symbols 

Many symbols are used to introduce JFKi protocol and details 

can be found as fllows: 

NI : Initiator’s none a random bit-string 

N’I : Digst of initiator’s none 

NR : Responder’s none, a random bit-string 

ti : Initiator’s current DH exponential. 

tr : Responder’s current DH exponentials. 

IDi : Initiator’s identity information (certificate or public 

key). 

ID’R : Expected Responder’s identity information. 

IDR : Responder’s identifying information. 

D : Data content 

IPI : Initiator’s network indicator(IP address). 

Sa : Security association created by Initiator. 

Sa’ : Security association accepted and provided by 

Responder to Initiator. 

Ke,Ka,Ks : The keys  derived by N’I , NR and gir (Ks is a 

session key). 

Hk (M) : keyed hash value (e.g., HMAC) of message M using 

key k. 

Grpinf oR : The symmetric encryption algorithm and hash 

algorithm assigned by the responder. 

Sx (M) : Digital signature of message M with the private key 

belonging to x (Initiator or Responder). 

{M}ka
ke : Encryoting message M using the symmetric key of 

Key , followed by MAC authentication with the symmetric 

key.s  

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

1) Step: 1 select M & N,  R ,q=MmodN 

2) Step:2 I→ R :N’I,gi ID’R
 

3) Step:3 R→I: N’I,NR,gr ,grpinf OR,IDR, 

SR[gr ,grpinf OR],HHKR(ti ,tr ,N’I ,NR,IPI) 

4) Step:4 select x & y , V 

X=NVmodM 

Y=NVDmodM 

5) Step:5 verification process 

6) Step:6 I→R :NI ,NR ,ti ,tr ,HHKR(ti , tr ,N’I , NR ,IPI),  

                     {IDI , sa, SI[N’I , NR , ti , tr ,IDR,sa]}ke
ke 

7) Step:7 R→I:{SR[N’I ,NR , ti ,tr ,IDI,sa,sa’],sa’}ke
ka 

Analysis the network by using the command Hping 

To prevent the attacks. 

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

Fig. 1: When attack is occurred fllowing in output in fig 2 
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Fig. 2: Runing the data Attacks are show in fig 3 

 
Fig. 3: Regular traffic attacks are stopped in fig 4 

 
Fig. 4: jfki algorithm to prevent networking attacks 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have displayed the outline, usage and 

assessment of D-PID,a system that progressively changes 

way identifies(PIDs) of bury area ways keeping in mind the 

end goal to avoid DDoS flooding attacks , when PIDs are 

utilized as between space steering objects.Because of its 

simple, efficiency and security, JFK protocol can resist a lot 

of attacks like replay, cheating, and DoS much better. Attaks 

are performed .The capability of JFKi anti-DoS, analyzes two 

possible DoS attacks ways suffered by JFKi, describes how 

the two .kinds of DoS attacks are performed in details, and 

proposes corresponding improvements and solution which 

have less effect on protocol efficiency. The improved solution 

is Responder saves  gi, grand gir in this cache updates the 

cache in time and, calculates MAC with integration of gi in 

JFKI message (2) to resist low cast DOS attacks; and use IP 

address block list to void high cost attack or minimizes the 

risks 
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